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This work is concerned with a class of quasi-linear partial neutral functional
differential equations with unbounded delay. Specifically, we establish existence of
mild and strong solutions for equations that can be described as an abstract
  .  ..  .  .functional differential equation drdt x t q F t, x s Ax t q G t, x , where At t
is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of linear opera-
tors on a Banach space and F and G are appropriate functions defined on a phase
space. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
The study of retarded functional differential equations with unbounded
delay has an extensive literature. Most of the work devoted to this subject
is concerned with the Cauchy problem
x9 t s F t , x , t G s , .  .t
x s w ,s
 .where x represents the ``history'' of x at t, the values x t belong to somet
finite dimensional space, and F is a function, usually continuous on
appropriate spaces. Related to this theory we only mention here the works
w xof Corduneanu and Lakshmikantham 2 and Hino, Murakami, and Naito
w x18 , and the references contained therein. Nevertheless, this class of
equations does not include partial integro-differential equations with infi-
nite delay, which arise, for example, in the study of a number of problems
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such as heat conduction in materials with memory or population dynamics
w xfor spatially distributed populations. Besides, it is well known 5, 31 that
the behavior of the first and second order abstract Cauchy problems is
different in many aspects. For these reasons, there has been an increasing
interest in studying equations that can be described in the form
x9 t s Ax t q F t , x , t G s , 1.1 .  .  .  .t
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup
of linear operators on a Banach space X. We will call these equations
abstract retarded functional differential equations, which will be abbrevi-
w xated as ARFDE. We refer the reader to 32, 9, 20, 4, 33, 26 for the basic
w xproperties of ARFDE with finite delay and 12, 14]16, 3, 22, 28 for
ARFDE with unbounded delay.
Similarly there exists an extensive theory for ordinary neutral functional
 .differential equations NFDE , which includes qualitative behavior of
classes of such equations and applications to biological and engineering
w xprocesses. We refer the reader to 30, 10, 7, 13 and the references
w xmentioned therein. However, for partial NFDE very little is known 8 . Our
purpose in this paper is to establish some results concerning existence of
solutions and qualitative properties for equations that can be modelled in
the form
d
x t q F t , x s Ax t q G t , x , t G s , 1.2 .  .  .  .  . .t tdt
where the initial condition x and F and G are appropriate functions.s
These equations will be called abstract neutral functional differential
 .equations abbreviated, ANFDE with unbounded delay.
As a motivation example for this class of equations we consider the
boundary value problem
p­ t
u t , j q b s y t , h , j u s, h dh ds .  .  .H H
­ t y` 0
­ 2 t
s u t , j q a j u t , j q a s y t u s, j ds .  .  .  .  .H02­j y`
qa t , j , t G 0, 0 F j F p 1.3 .  .1
u t , 0 s u t , p s 0, t G 0, 1.4 .  .  .
u u , j s f u , j , u F 0, 0 F j F p , 1.5 .  .  .
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where the functions a , a, a , b, and f satisfy appropriate conditions, that0 1
will be stated subsequently, in order to guarantee existence of solutions as
well as additional properties.
These problems arise from control systems described by an ARFDE
with a feedback control governed by a proportional integro-differential law
 .see Example 4.2 . On the other hand, some ARFDE can be conveniently
 .transformed into an ANFDE. Consider Eq. 1.1 with
0
F w s C yu w u du , .  .  .H
y`
where C is a strongly continuous map of continuous operators from X
 .  .  .into X. Assume that we can decompose C s s L s q N s where L and
N are also strongly continuous maps of continuous operators and further
 .  .the L s are linear. We define the operator V t by
t
V t x [ L s x ds .  .H
0
 .then, proceeding formally, Eq. 1.1 can be transformed into the ANFDE
d t t
x t q V t y s x s ds s Ax t q N t y s x s ds .  .  .  .  .  .H Hdt y` y`
 .which has the form 1.2 and in some cases, depending on V and N, it is
easier to treat than the original equation.
Throughout this paper X will be a Banach space provided with norm
5 5  .? and A: D A : X ª X will be the infinitesimal generator of a
 .strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators T t defined on X. For
the theory of strongly continuous semigroups of linear operators we refer
w x w xto Pazy 27 and Nagel 25 . We only recall here some notions and
properties that will be essential for us. In particular, it is well known that
Äthere exist constants M G 1 and v g R such that
v tÄT t F Me , t G 0. 1.6 .  .
If T is an uniformly bounded and analytic semigroup with infinitesimal
 .generator A such that 0 g r A then it is possible to define the fractional
 .apower yA , for 0 - a F 1, as a closed linear operator on its domain
 .a .  .a .D yA . Furthermore, the subspace D yA is dense in X and the
expression
a a
5 5x [ yA x , x g D yA , .  . .a
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 .a .defines a norm on D yA . Hereafter we represent by X the spacea
 .a . 5 5D yA endowed with the norm ? . Then the following properties area
w x.well known 27 .
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that the preceding conditions are satisfied.
 .a Let 0 - a F 1. Then X is a Banach space.a
 .b If 0 - b - a F 1 then X ¨ X and the imbedding is compacta b
whene¨er the resol¨ ent operator of A is compact.
 .c For e¨ery a ) 0, there exists a positi¨ e constant C such thata
CaayA T t F , 0 - t F a. .  . at
 . Xd For e¨ery a ) 0, there exists a positi¨ e constant C such thata
ya X aT t y I yA F C t , 0 - t F a. .  . . a
 .  xTo study Eq. 1.2 we assume that the histories x : y`, 0 ª X,t
 .  .x u [ x t q u , belong to some abstract phase space B, that is, a phaset
space defined axiomatically.
In this work we will employ an axiomatic definition of the phase space
w xB introduced by Hale and Kato 11 . To establish the axioms of space B
w xwe follow the terminology used in the book 18 . Thus, B will be a linear
 xspace of functions mapping y`, 0 into X endowed with a seminorm
5 5? . We will assume that B satisfies the following axioms:B
 .  . w .A If x: y`, s q a ª X, a ) 0, is continuous on s , s q a and
w .x g B, then for every t in s , s q a the following conditions hold:s
 .i x is in B.t
 . 5  .5 5 5ii x t F H x .Bt
 . 5 5  . 5  .5 4  .5 5iii x F K t y s sup x s : s F s F t q M t y s x .B Bt s
w . w .Here H G 0 is a constant; K, M: 0, ` ª 0, ` , K is continuous and M is
 .locally bounded, and H, K, and M are independent of x ? .
 .  .  .A-1 For the function x ? in A , x is a B-valued continuoust
w .function on s , s q a .
 .B The space B is complete.
Ã 5 5We will denote by B the quotient Banach space Br ? and, ifB
w g B we write w for the coset determined by w.Ã
 .  .  .The axiom A-1 implies that the operator functions S ? and W t given
by
w 0 , yt F u F 0, .
S t w u [ .  .  w t q u , y` - u - yt , .
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and
T t q u w 0 , yt F u F 0, .  .
W t w u [ .  .  w t q u , y` - u - yt , .
are strongly continuous semigroups of linear operators on B.
To obtain some of our results we will need additional properties of the
space B. Next we denote by C the space of continuous functions from00
 xy`, 0 to X with compact support. We consider the following axiom for
the phase spaces:
 .  n.C-2 If a uniformly bounded sequence w in C converges to an 00
function w in the compact-open topology, then w belongs to B and
5 n 5w y w ª 0, as n ª `.B
w x  .It is easy to see 18 that if the axiom C-2 holds then the space of
 x .continuous and bounded functions C y`, 0 , X is continuously includedb
in B.
In the sequel we will need the characterization of those functions
 .w g B for which W ? w satisfies a Lipschitz condition. We begin by
 .  .relating this problem with the properties of S t w. It is clear that W t w y
 .S t w is a continuous function with compact support. Therefore, we can
assert that
W t w y S t w F max K t max T s w 0 y w 0 , t F a. .  .  .  .  .  .B
0FsFt 0FsFt
1.7 .
 .  .  .Furthermore, if R t [ W t y S t and we fix w g B and 0 F s F t F a,
 .  .then R t w y R s w also is a continuous function with compact support
such that
R t w y R s w .  . B
F max K t max max T t q u w 0 y w 0 , .  .  .  .
0FsFt 0FtquFtys
max T t q u w 0 y T s q u w 0 . 1.8 .  .  .  .  .5
ysFuF0
 .  .  .Therefore, if S ? w and T ? w 0 are Lipschitz continuous the above
 .estimation yields that W ? w is also Lipschitz continuous.
We study here two examples.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let us consider as phase space B the space denoted by
0 w x  x w .C in 18 . Specifically, we assume that g : y`, 0 ª 0, ` is a continuousg
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 .positive function such that g 0 s 1, and g satisfies the conditions:
g t q u .
 .  .g-1 The function g t [ sup is locally bounded
g u .y`-uFyt
for t G 0.
 .  .g-2 g u ª ` as u ª y`.
We define C 0 to be the set consisting of all continuous functions w :g
 x 5  .5  . 0y`, 0 ª X such that w u rg u ª 0 as u ª y`. We consider Cg
endowed with the norm
w u .
5 5w [ sup .g g u .y`-uF0
0  .  .  .  . w xThen C satisfies axioms A , A-1 , B , and C-2 , 18, Theorem 1.3.6 .g
Furthermore, if w g C 0 is a function that verifies the conditiong
w u q h y w u F L u h , u F 0, h G 0, .  .  .
 xwhere L: y`, 0 ª R is a positive function such that Lrg is bounded on
 x  . w xy`, 0 then t ª S t w is Lipschitz continuous on 0, a .
p .EXAMPLE 1.2. We consider now the phase space B [ C = L g ; X ,r
w xr G 0, 1 F p - ` in 18 , which consists of all classes of functions w :
 x w xy`, 0 ª X such that w is continuous on yr, 0 , Lebesgue-measurable,
5  .5 p  .  .and g w ? is Lebesgue integrable on y`, yr , where g : y`, yr ª R
 w xis a positive Lebesgue integrable function see Marle 23 for concepts
.relative to the integration of vector functions . The seminorm in B is
defined by
1rpyr p
5 5w [ sup w u : yr F u F 0 q g u w u du . 4 .  .  .B H /y`
 .  .We will assume that g satisfies conditions g-6 and g-7 in the terminol-
w x  .ogy of 18 . This means that g is integrable on y`, yr and that there
 xexists a nonnegative and locally bounded function g on y`, 0 such that
g j q u F g j g u , .  .  .
 .  .for all j F 0 and u g y`, yr _ N , where N : y`, yr is a set withj j
Lebesgue measure 0. In this case, B is a phase space which verifies axioms
 .  .  .  . w xA , A-1 , B , and C-2 18, Theorem 1.3.8 . Furthermore, it can be
P  . w xproved that if w g C = L g ; X is Lipschitz continuous on yr, 0 andr
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 .there exists a positive measurable function L: y`, yr ª R such that
w u y w u q h F L u h .  .  .
yr  . p .  .and H g u L u du - `, then S ? w also is Lipschitz continuous.y`
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the existence
 .of mild solutions for the initial value problem 1.2 together with an initial
condition x s w g B. In Section 3 we treat the existence of strongs
solutions and in Section 4 we present some examples.
Throughout this paper we always assume that B is a phase space. The
terminology and notations are those generally used in operator theory. In
 .particular, if X and Y denote Banach spaces, we indicate by L X, Y the
Banach space of bounded linear operators from X into Y and we abbrevi-
 .ate this notation to L X whenever X s Y. In addition, we denote by
w xB x the closed ball with center at x and radius r.r
2. EXISTENCE OF MILD SOLUTIONS
In this section we are going to study the existence of mild solutions of
the Cauchy problem
d
x t q F t , x s Ax t q G t , x , t G s , 2.1 .  .  .  .  . .t tdt
x s w g V , 2.2 .s
w xwhere V is an open subset of B; F, G: 0, a = V ª X are continuous
functions, and 0 F s - a.
Henceforth we will assume that A is the infinitesimal generator of an
 .analytic semigroup T ? of bounded linear operators on X. Further, to
 .avoid unnecessary notation, we suppose that 0 g r A and that the
Ä . 5  .5semigroup T ? is uniformly bounded, that is to say, T t F M, for some
Äconstant M G 1 and every t G 0.
 .  .In order to define a concept of mild solution for 2.1 ] 2.2 , by compari-
son with the abstract Cauchy problem
x9 t s Ax t q f t , .  .  .
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 w x.whose properties are well known see 6, 17, 24, 25, 27 , we associate to
 .  .problem 2.1 ] 2.2 the integral equation
x t s T t y s w 0 q F s , w y F t , x .  .  .  .  .t
t t
y AT t y s F s, x ds q T t y s G s, x ds, s F t . .  .  .  .H Hs s
s s
2.3 .
Thus, we define
 .DEFINITION 2.1. We will say that a function x: y`, s q b ª X, b ) 0,
 .  .is a mild solution of the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 if x s w ; thes
 . w .restriction of x ? to the interval s , s q b is continuous and for each
 .  . w .s F t - s q b the function AT t y s F s, x , s g s , t , is integrables
 .and the integral equation 2.3 is verified.
We start by establishing a basic result of local existence of mild solu-
tions.
THEOREM 2.1. Let w g V and assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  .a There exist constants b g 0, 1 and L G 0 such that the function F
is X -¨alued and satisfies the Lipschitz conditionb
b b < < 5 5yA F t , c y yA F s, c F L t y s q c y c , 2.4 .  .  .  .  . .B1 2 1 2
for e¨ery s F s, t F a, and c , c g V, and1 2
ybL yA K 0 - 1. 2.5 .  .  .
 .  .b There exist constants 0 - b - a y s and 0 - r w such thatw
w xB w : V and, for each 0 - t F b , there is a compact set U : X suchr w . w t
 .  . w xthat T t G s, c g U , for all c g B w and e¨ery s F s F s q b .t r w . w
 .  .  .Then there exists a mild solution x ?, w of the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2
 .defined on y`, s q b , for some 0 - b F b .w
 . bProof. To simplify the notation we consider s s 0. Since yA F and
G are continuous functions and V is open in B we can assert that there
 . w x 5 . b  ..5exists 0 - r 9 - r w such that B w : V; yA F t, c F C andr 9 1
5  .5G t, c F C , for certain constants C , C G 0 and every 0 F t F b and2 1 2 w
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w x  .  xc g B w . Let y ?, w : y`, a ª X be the function defined byr 9
w t , y` - t - 0, .
y t , w [ .  T t w 0 , t G 0. .  .
 .  .  .Usually we will abbreviate the notation y t, w by y t . Since y s W t wt
 .we know that the map t ª y is continuous. As y s w and K ? is alsot 0
continuous, we can choose d ) 0 such that1
r 9 yb5 5y y w F and yA LK t - 1 2.6 .  .  .Bt 2
Ä  .for all 0 F t F d . Next, we set K [ max K t and introduce the1 0 F t F d1
Ä yb Ä . 5 . 5constants r [ r 9r 2 K and v [ yA LK. It is clear from these
definitions that 0 F v - 1.
Furthermore, having fixed « ) 0 small enough, it follows from the
continuity of functions F and t ª y as well as from the compactness oft
  . 4  4the set F t, y : 0 F t F d that there exists a constant 0 - d F min d , bt 1 1 w
for which the following hold,
5 5y y w F « , 2.7 .Bt
T t y I F t , y F « , 2.8 .  .  . . t
C C1 ayb yb bÄ ÄM yA L q C d q 1 q yA ML «q d F 1 y v r .  .  . . /2 b
2.9 .
Cayb bL yA q d K t - 1 2.10 .  .  . /b
for all 0 F t F d , where C denotes the constant introduced in Lem-a
 .ma 1.1 c .
We define the set
w xS d , r [ u g C 0, d ; X : u 0 s 0, u t F r , 0 F t F d . 4 .  .  . .
 .It is easy to see that S d , w is a non-empty bounded, closed, and convex
w x .subset of C 0, d ; X , whenever this space is provided with the sup norm.
w x .  .Next, for each u g C 0, d ; X , u 0 s 0, we denote by u the functionÄ
 .  .  .defined by u u s 0, for u F 0, and u t [ u t , for 0 F t F d .Ä Ä
 .  .  .  .  .If x ? satisfies Eq. 2.3 , we can decompose it as x t s u t q y t ,
0 F t F d , which implies that x s u q y , for every 0 F t F d , and thatÄt t t
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 .the function u ? verifies
t
u t s T t F 0, w y F t , u q y y AT t y s F s, u q y ds .  .  .  .  . .Ä ÄHt t s s
0
t
q T t y s G s, u q y ds. 2.11 .  . .ÄH s s
0
 .This expression leads us to define the maps T and T on S r, r by means1 2
of
T u t [ T t F 0, w y F t , u q y .  .  .  .  .Ä1 t t
t
y AT t y s F s, u q y ds, 2.12 .  . .ÄH s s
0
t
T u t [ T t y s G s, u q y ds 2.13 .  .  .  . .ÄH2 s s
0
for 0 F t F d .
Next we will show that T and T are well defined with values in1 2
w x .C 0, d ; X . Moreover, they are continuous; T verifies a Lipschitz condi-1
tion; T is compact and the range of the operator T [ T q T is included2 1 2
 .in S d , r .
 .  .To prove these assertions, we observe initially that if u ? g S d , r then
w x  .u q y g B w , for all 0 F t F d . In fact, axiom A of the phase spaceÄt t r 9
 .and 2.6 yield that
5 5 5 5 5 5u q y y w F u q y y wÄ ÄB B Bt t t t
r 9ÄF K r q
2
F r 9.
Now, since G is a continuous function it is clear that T is well defined on2
 .  . .S d , r and that T u ? is also a continuous function. On the other hand,2
 . bsince F is X -valued and yA F is Lipschitz continuous then bothb
 . b  .  .yA F s, u q y and F s, u q y are continuous. In addition, in viewÄ Äs s s s
 .  w x.of the fact that T ? is an analytic semigroup see 27 , the operator
 .function s ª AT t y s is continuous in the uniform operator topology on
w .  .  . w .0, t and thus AT t y s F s, u q y is continuous on 0, t . Applying theÄs s
estimations established in Lemma 1.1 we obtain that
1yb byA T tys F s, u q y s yA T tys yA F s, u qy .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Äs s s s
Cte
F 1ybt y s .
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w x 5  .  .5which, by Bochner's Theorem 23 , implies that AT t y s F s, u q y isÄs s
w .integrable on 0, t . This concludes the proof that T is also a well defined
w x .map with values in C 0, d ; X .
5  .5 5  .5  .Next we estimate T u t and T u t , for 0 F t F d . From 2.12 it1 2
follows that
yb b bT u t s yA T t yA F 0, w y yA F t , y .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 t
q T t y I F t , y .  . . t
yb b bq yA yA F t , y y yA F t , u q y .  .  .  .  .Ät t t
t 1yb bq yA T t y s yA F s, u q y ds, .  .  .  .ÄH s s
0
 .  .which, using 2.7 and 2.8 yields that
yb 5 5T u t F yA T t L tq wyy q T t y I F t , y .  .  .  .  .  . . .B1 t t
C Ct a 1yb 5 5q yA L u q ds . Ä B Ht 1yb
0 t y s .
C Ca 1yb bÄF yA L M d q « q r max K t q d q « . .  .  .
b0FtFd
2.14 .
 .Likewise, from 2.13 it is easy to check that
ÄT u t F MC d , 0 F t F d . 2.15 .  .  .2 2
 .  .  .Thus, from the definition of T and 2.9 , 2.14 , and 2.15 , we infer that
Tu t F T u t q T u t .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
yb ybÄF M L yA q C d q 1 q yA ML « .  . . /2
bC C da 1 ybq q yA Lr max K t .  .
b 0FtFd
F 1 y v r q vr s r , .
 .  .which shows that T u g S d , r .
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 .To prove that T satisfies a Lipschitz condition we take u, ¨ g S d , r .1
 . .For each 0 F t F d and using axiom A iii we can compute
T u t y T ¨ t .  .  .  .1 1
t 1yb bF yA T t y s yA F s, y q u y F s, y q ¨ ds .  .  .  .  .Ä ÄH s s s s
0
q F t , y q u y F t , y q ¨ .  .Ä Ät t t t
5 5C L u y ¨Ä Ät a s syb 5 5F yA L u y ¨ q ds . Ä Ä B Ht t 1yb
0 t y s .
Cayb bF L max K t yA q d max u s y ¨ s . .  .  .  . /b0FtFd 0FsFd
 .Therefore, from the condition 2.10 we obtain the existence of a
constant 0 - L - 1 such that1
5 5 5 5T u y T ¨ F L u y ¨ .` `1 1 1
Thus we conclude that T is Lipschitz continuous with constant L - 11 1
and this completes the proof of our statements.
w xOn the other hand, proceeding as in 14 we can show that T is a2
  ..continuous map whose image T S d , r is relatively compact in2
w x .C 0, d ; X .
These remarks enable us to assert that T is a condensing map on
 . w xS d , r and, using the Fixed Point Theorem of Sadovskii 29 , we conclude
 .  .  .the existence of a fixed point u ? g S d , r of T. If we define x t s
 .  .  .u t q y t , y` - t F d , it is easy to see from the definition of T that x ?Ä
 .  .is a mild solution of problem 2.1 ] 2.2 , which completes the proof of the
theorem.
An immediate consequence of this result is the following.
 .COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that condition a of the pre¨ious theorem
 .holds. If the semigroup T ? is compact and the function G takes bounded set
 .into bounded sets then for each w g V there is a mild solution x ?, w of
 .  .  .2.1 ] 2.2 defined on y`, s q b , for certain b ) 0.
In connection with these results it should be noted that it can be
 .established, in the usual form, that if G t, w is further locally Lipschitz
 .  .continuous on w then the mild solution of 2.1 ] 2.2 is unique. Further-
 .more, we can modify condition b of the preceding theorem to obtain that
T is contractive, from which we derivate the result that follows.
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 .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that condition a of the pre¨ious theorem holds.
If G is continuous and there exists N ) 0 such that
5 5G t , w y G t , c F N w y c , 2.16 .  .  .B
for all s F t F a and e¨ery w, c g V then for each w g V there exists a
 .  .  .unique mild solution x ?, w of the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 defined on
 .y`, s q r , for some 0 - r - a y s . Furthermore, if V s B then r can
 4be chosen as r [ min a y s , r , where r is a constant independent of s0 0
and w.
Remarks. Notice that the assertions of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2
remain true if the assumptions about the Lipschitz conditions on F and G
are substituted by locally Lipschitz conditions. On the other hand, it is
clear that previous results are based on the decomposition of T as
 .  .T q T , for T and T defined by 2.12 and 2.13 , respectively. Modifying1 2 1 2
these definitions we can obtain other existence results. Next we establish
one of them.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let w g V and assume that b of Theorem 2.1 as well as
the following conditions hold:
 .  .a-1 There exists b g 0, 1 such that the function F is X -¨alued andb
 . byA F is continuous.
 .a-2 The function F is completely continuous.
 .a-3 There are positi¨ e constants d and r such that the functions
w x  .  .s , s q d ª X, t ª F t, x , x ? g S, are equi-continuous at s , where St
 xdenotes the set formed by the functions x: y`, s q d ª X such that
 . w x 5  .x s w, x g V, x ? is continuous on s , s q d , and sup x s ys t s F sF sqd
 .  .5T s y s w 0 F r.
 .  .  .Then there exists a mild solution x ?, w of the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2
 .defined on y`, s q b , for some b ) 0.
Proof. We omit the proof because the argument is the same used in
the proof of Theorem 2.1 with T and T defined by1 2
t
T u t [ y AT t y s F s, u q y ds, .  .  .  .ÄH1 s s
0
T u t [ T t F 0, w y F t , u q y .  .  .  .  .Ä2 t t
t
q T t y s G s, u q y ds. .  .ÄH s s
0
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We shall now study the existence and some properties of noncontinu-
 .  .able solutions of Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 . Next, in addition to our
 .  .general assumptions, we will assume that the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2
has an unique local mild solution, for all 0 F s - a and every w g V.
From our definitions, it is easy to show that if s - s - s and1 2 3
1 .  .  .x t [ x t; s , w , y` - t F s , denotes the mild solution of 2.1 with1 1 2
2 .  .initial condition w at t s s and x t [ x t; s , w , y` - t F s , is1 1 2 2 3
 .  .the mild solution of 2.1 with initial condition w [ x ?; s , w at t s s2 s 1 1 22
 . 1then the function y ? obtained by gluing together x and the restriction of
2 w x  .x to the interval s , s is the mild solution of 2.1 with initial condition2 3
w at t s s .1 1
This property and a standard argument employing Zorn's Lemma allow
 .  .  .us to affirm that for every pair s , w , the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 has
 .a noncontinuable mild solution defined on an interval y`, s q b , for
certain b ) 0. In particular, if the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold on
w .  .  .0, a and V s B then the noncontinuable mild solution of 2.1 ] 2.2 with
w .s s 0 is defined on 0, a .
We generalize next in the present context some properties of noncon-
tinuable solutions of RFDE. Since our arguments are similar to those used
in the original version and also for the sake of brevity we omit the proofs.
w xWe begin with a property originally obtained by Hale 13 for retarded
functional differential equations with finite delay, extended by Sawano see
w x.18 for RFDE with unbounded delay and values in finite dimensional
Â w xspaces, and lastly considered by Henriquez 14 in relation with ARFDE
with unbounded delay.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that conditions of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2,
w .or Theorem 2.3 are fulfilled. If U is a compact subset of 0, a = V and
 .  .  .  .x ? [ x ?, s , w is a noncontinuable solution of 2.1 ] 2.2 defined on
 .  .y`, s q b then there exists s - t - s q b such that t, x f U, for allU t
t - t - s q b.U
Next we will generalize to the context of ANFDE a property established
w xby Hale and Kato in 11 for RFDE with unbounded delay. First we
introduce a related couple of conditions on F:
 .  .Fw Let x: y`, a ª X be a function such that x g V fort
 . w .  .  .s F t - a and x ? is continuous and bounded on s , a . If w t [ F t, xt
 .  . y F s , x , for t G s , and w u [ 0, for u - s , then the set w :s t
4s F t - a is relatively compact in B.
 .  .Fs Let x: y`, a ª X be a function such that x g V for s F tt
 . w .  .  .- a and x ? is continuous and bounded on s , a . If w t [ F t, x yt
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 .  .  .F s , x , for t G s , and w u [ 0, for u - s , then the map w ? iss
w .uniformly continuous on s , a .
 . w .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that B satisfies C-2 . If F: 0, a = V ª X is
 .  .completely continuous and ¨erifies Fs then F also ¨erifies Fw .
Proof. It is clear that w is a continuous function with compact supportt
w xincluded in ya, 0 , for each s F t - a. Since F is completely continuous
 . 4 w .   . 4and t, x : s F t - a : 0, a = V is a bounded set then w t : s F t - at
 4is relatively compact in X. Thus, F [ w : s F t - a is an equicontin-t
 x .uous and uniformly bounded subset of C y`, 0 ; X such that eachb
 .orbit F u is relatively compact. By the Ascoli]Arzela Theorem we
 x .conclude that F is relatively compact in C y`, 0 ; X . Now, in viewb
 x .of the fact that C y`, 0 ; X is continuously included in B, the asser-b
tion follows.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let B be a phase space which satisfies axiom C-2
w .and let U be a closed and bounded subset of 0, a = V. Assume that G takes
 .bounded and closed sets into bounded sets and that F ¨erifies condition Fw .
 .  .  .  .If x ? s x ?, w is a noncontinuable solution of 2.1 ] 2.2 defined on
 .y`, s q b then in any of the following cases:
 .a The conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold;
 .  . bb yA F takes bounded and closed sets into bounded sets and the
conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold,
 .ythere exists an increasing sequence t ª s q b , as k ª `, such thatk
 .t , x f U, for k g N. If we assume further that a s ` and V s B thenk tk
 .there is t such that t, x f U, for e¨ery t - t - s q b.U t U
For applications the following conclusion is more advantageous. Com-
plying with the hypotheses of the second part of the previous proposition,
 .  .if the noncontinuable solution x ?, w is defined on y`, b and the set
  . 4x ?, w : 0 F t - b is bounded then b s `.t
3. EXISTENCE OF STRONG SOLUTIONS
In this section we examine the existence of strong solutions of Cauchy
 .  .problem 2.1 ] 2.2 with s s 0. In addition to our general assumptions we
assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are fulfilled. Consequently, for
 .each w g V there exists a unique noncontinuable mild solution x ?, w of
 .  .  .problem 2.1 ] 2.2 defined on an interval y`, a , for some 0 - a - a.w w
We consider the following concept of strong solution.
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 .DEFINITION 3.1. A function x: y`, b ª X, with b ) 0, is called a
 .  .  .  .strong solution of problem 2.1 ] 2.2 if x t and F t, x are differentiablet
w .  .  . 1w . .a.e. on 0, b ; x9 t and F9 t, x belong to L 0, b ; X ; x s w and Eq.t 0
 . w .2.1 is satisfied a.e. on 0, b .
Here, by slight abuse of notation, and in order to abbreviate the
 .  .notation, we have used x t and F t, x to indicate the correspondingt
 .  .functions t ª x t and t ª F t, x .t
In the main result of this part we will prove that the mild solution of
 .  .2.1 ] 2.2 is also a strong solution. To establish this result we need some
notations and preliminary lemmas. In these results we will assume that
 .w g B is such that the function W ? w satisfies a Lipschitz condition on
w .  .  .  .0,a and F 0, w g D A . For w g B we denote by y ?, w the functionw
defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and we will use C to represent theb
positive constant such that
Cb1ybyA T t F , 0 - t F a. .  . 1ybt
Moreover, in the sequel we abbreviate our notation by setting K [a
 .  .max K t and M [ sup M t . Under these conditions we0 F t F a a 0 F t F a
formulate the following property.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. The function s ª x ?, w satisfies a Lipschitz conditions
w xon each inter¨ al 0, m , for 0 - m - a .w
We omit the proof because it is based on a routine argument using the
axioms of phase space.
Now, in order to make the write-up of the text easier, we introduce the
functions f , u, and ¨ defined by mean of the expressions
f t [ F t , x , 3.1 .  .  .t
t
¨ t [ yA T t y s f s ds, 3.2 .  .  .  .  .H
0
t
u t s T t y s G s, x ds. 3.3 .  .  .  .H s
0
It is not difficult to show that f , ¨ , and u are locally Lipschitz continuous
w . w xon 0, a . Furthermore, proceeding as in Pazy 27, Theorem 4.2.4 we canw
establish the following property.
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Assume that the functions u ? and ¨ ? are differentiable a.e.
w .  .  . w .  .  .on 0, a . If F t, x g D A , a.e. t g 0, a , then u t and ¨ t belong tow t w
 . w .D A , a.e. t g 0, a .w
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w .  .Proof. Let t g 0, a be such that ¨ ? has a derivative at t. If h ) 0w
then
T h ¨ t y ¨ t 1 .  .  . t
s T h yA T t y s F s, x ds .  .  .  .H sh h 0
t
y yA T t y s F s, x ds .  .  .H s
0
1 tqh
s yA T t q h y s F s, x ds .  .  .H sh 0
t
y yA T t y s F s, x ds .  .  .H s
0
1 tqh
y yA T t q h y s F s, x ds. .  .  .H sh t
Consequently,
T h ¨ t y ¨ t 1 .  .  .
s ¨ t q h y ¨ t .  . .
h h
1 tqh
y yA T t q h y s F s, x ds .  .  .H sh t
 .  .which implies that ¨ t g D A if, and only if, there exists
1 tqh
lim yA T t q h y s F s, x ds. .  .  .H sq hhª0 t
 .Nevertheless, it is easy to show that this limit is equal to AF t, x . In fact,t
from the properties of semigroups we obtain the estimation
1 tqh
yA T t q h y s F s, x ds y AF t , x .  .  .  .H s th t
1 tqh
F yA T t q h y s F s, x y F t , x ds .  .  .  .H s th t
1 tqh
q yA T t q h y s F t , x ds y AF t , x .  .  .  .H t th t
1 C Ctqh b
< <F s y t dsH 1ybh t t q h y s .
1
q T h y I F t , x y AF t , x , .  .  . . t th
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where the constant C corresponds to the Lipschitz continuity of the
 . w xfunction s ª F s, x on the interval 0, m and where m is chosen so thats
 .  .0 F t - m - a . Since F t, x g D A the right hand side of the lastw t
inequality converges to zero as h ª 0q, which shows the statement.
 .Proceeding similarly for u ? we obtain
T h u t y u t u t q h y u t .  .  .  .  .
s
h h
1 tqh
y T t q h y s G s, x ds, .  .H sh t
 .  .so that u t g D A if, and only if, there exists the limit
1 tqh
lim T t q h y s G s, x ds. 3.4 .  .  .H sq hhª0 t
 .However, it is well known that this limit is equal to G t, x because thet
 .function s ª G s, x is continuous. This completes the proof of thes
lemma.
We establish now a result of existence of strong solutions for the Cauchy
 .  .problem 2.1 ] 2.2 .
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold and that
w . .  .  .  .F 0, a = V : D A . Let w g V be a function such that w 0 g D A
 . w xand S ? w is Lipschitz continuous on 0, a . If X is a reflexi¨ e Banach space
 .  .  .then the mild solution x ?, w of Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 is also a strong
solution.
 .  .Proof. Since y ?, w s W t w from the remarks previous to Examplet
 .1.1 we know that the function t ª y ?, w is Lipschitz continuous ont
w x  .0, a . Therefore, from Proposition 3.1 we conclude that x ?, w verifies a
w xLipschitz condition on each interval 0, m , for every 0 - m - a . Since thew
w x  .space X is reflexive, by a result of Komura 21 we can assert that x ?, w
w .  . 1w x .is a.e. differentiable on 0, m and that x9 ? g L 0, m ; X . The same
argument shows that f , u, and ¨ also have this property.
 .  .  .On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 assures that ¨ t , u t g D A a.e.
w .t g 0, a . From the expressionw
x t s T t w 0 q F 0, w y F t , x q ¨ t q u t , .  .  .  .  .  .  . . t
 .  . w .we deduce that x t g D A , a.e. t g 0, a and its derivative satisfiesw
d d
x t q F t , x s T t w 0 q F 0, w q u t q ¨ t .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .tdt dt
s AT t w 0 q F 0, w q u9 t q ¨ 9 t , .  .  .  .  . .
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 .  .which, by the expressions established for u9 t and ¨ 9 t in the proof of the
Lemma 3.1, implies that
d
x t q F t , x s Ax t q G t , x , a.e. t g 0, a . .  .  .  . . .t t wdt
 .This completes the proof that x ?, w is a strong solution of the Cauchy
 .  .problem 2.1 ] 2.2 .
We shall now be concerned in particular with the linear equation. Let
L and L be bounded linear maps from B into X. We consider the1 2
inhomogeneous linear ANFDE
d
x t q L x s Ax t q L x q h t , t G 0, 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 t 2 tdt
w .where h: 0, ` ª X is a continuous function.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and
Theorem 2.3.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that L and L are bounded linear operators1 2
 .from B into X, h is continuous, and there is b g 0, 1 such that L is1
 . bX -¨alued and yA L is continuous. If one of the following conditionsb 1
hold:
 . 5 .yb 5  .5 . b 5a yA K 0 yA L - 1, or1
 .b L is compact and there exists a positi¨ e function L such that1 1
 .L t ª 0, as t ª 0 and1
L u F L t sup u s .  . .Ä1 t 1
0FsFt
 .  .for e¨ery continuous function u: y`, ` ª X such that u u s 0 for u F 0,
 .then for each w g B there exists a unique mild solution x ?; w, h defined on
 .R of Eq. 3.5 with initial condition x s w.0
We examine now the linear homogeneous case, i.e., we take h ' 0 in
 .  .  .3.5 and we will define the operator function V t on B by V t w [
 .x ?; w, 0 , t G 0. As consequence of the axioms of phase space we obtaint
the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 hold.
 .Then V ? is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators
on B.
On the other hand, related with the existence of strong solutions, it is
 .  .  .clear from Theorem 3.1 that if w 0 g D A , the function S ? w is locally
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 .Lipschitz continuous, the range of L is included in D A , and X is1
 .  .reflexive, then x ?; w, h is a strong solution of 3.5 .
4. EXAMPLES
We conclude this work with two applications of our previous results.
EXAMPLE 4.1. We consider the existence of mild and strong solutions
 .  .  .of the boundary value problem 1.3 ] 1.4 ] 1.5 . To represent this problem
 .  . 2w x.as the Cauchy problem 2.1 ] 2.2 we shall take X [ L 0, p and define
 .  .x t [ u t, ? . The operator A is given by
Af j [ f 0 j .  .
with domain
2 w x 2 w xD A [ f ? g L 0, p : f 0 ? g L 0, p , f 0 s f p s 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .It is well known that A generates a strongly continuous semigroup T ?
which is compact, analytic, and self-adjoint. Furthermore, A has discrete
spectrum, the eigenvalues are yn2, n g N, with corresponding normalized
 .  .1r2  .eigenvectors z j [ 2rp sin nj . We also use the following proper-n
ties:
 .  4a z : n g N is an orthonormal basis of X.n
 .  . ` 2 :b If f g D A then Af s y n f , z z .ns1 n n
 .  . ` yn2 t :  .c For every f g X, T t f s  e f , z z . In particular, T ?ns1 n n
5  .5 ytis a uniformly stable semigroup and T t F e .
 .  .y1r2 `  :d For every f g X, yA f s  1rn f , z z . In particular,ns1 n n
5 .y1r2 5yA s 1.
 .  .1r2e The operator yA is given by
`
1r2  :yA f s n f , z z .  n n
ns1
 .1r2 .   . `  : 4on the space D yA s f ? g X :  n f , z z g X .ns1 n n
2 .Let B denote the space C = L g ; X with r s 0, defined in Exampler
 w x.  .  0  . .1r2  .1.2. In this case see 18 H s 1; K t s 1 q H g u du and M tyt
 .1r2s g yt for all t G 0. It is clear that B is isomorphic and isometric to
2  x w x.  .the space X = L y`, 0 = 0, p where m is the measure m u , j sm
 .g u du dj . Next we assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  .i The function b ? is measurable and
p p0 2b u , h , j rg u dh du dj - `. .  . .H H H
0 y` 0
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 .  .  .  .ii The function ­r­z b u , h, z is measurable; b u , h, p s 0;
 .b u , h, 0 s 0, and
2
p p 1 ­0
N [ b u , h , z dh du dz - 1. .H H H1  /g u ­z .0 y` 0
 .  . `w x.  .iii The function a ? g L 0, p ; a ? is measurable with0
0  2 .  ..  . 2w x.H a u rg u du - ` and the function a t, ? g L 0, p for eachy` 1
 . 2w x.t G 0 and there exists q ? g L 0, p such that
< <a t , j y a s, j F t y s q j , s, t G 0, 0 F j F p . .  .  .1 1
 .  . .  .iv The function w defined by w u j [ f u , j belongs to B.
w .  .Under these conditions we define F, G: 0, ` = B ª X by F t, w [
 .  .  .  .L w and G t, w [ L w q h t , where1 2
p0
L w [ b u , h , j w u , h dh du , 4.1 .  .  .  .H H1
y` 0
0
L w [ a j w 0, j q a u w u , j du , 4.2 .  .  .  .  .  .H2 0
y`
h t [ a t , ? . 4.3 .  .  .1
 .  .A straightforward estimation using i and iii shows that L and L are1 2
 .bounded linear operators on B and that the function h ? is Lipschitz
 .  .1r2 .continuous. Furthermore, the values L w g D yA and1
5 .1r2 5  .  .yA L F N - 1. In fact, from 4.1 and ii it follows that1 1
1r21 2
 :  :L w , z s L w , cos nz , .  .  .1 n  /n p
where L is defined by
p ­0
L w [ b u , h , z w u , h dh du . .  .  .H H
­zy` 0
 .From ii we obtain that L: B ª X is a bounded linear operator with
5 5 5 .1r2  .5 5  .5L F N . Hence we can write yA L w s L w which implies1 1
the assertion.
Consequently, from Proposition 3.2 we conclude that the Cauchy prob-
 .  .  .  .lem 1.3 ] 1.4 ] 1.5 has a unique mild solution x ?, w defined on R. In
connection with the existence of strong solutions, next in addition to
 .  .i ] iv we assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:
 .  .  .  . 2w x.v w 0 s f 0, ? g D A and there exists f g L 0, p such that
< <f u , j y f u , j F u y u f j , u , u F 0, 0 F j F p . .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
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 .  2 2 .  .vi The function ­ r­z b u , h, z is measurable and
22
p p 1 ­0
b u , h , z dh du dz - `. .H H H 2 /g u ­z .0 y` 0
 .  .From v and the properties established in Example 1.2 we know that S ? w
 .  .is Lipschitz continuous and combining b and vi we obtain that the range
 .of L is included in D A . Therefore, from the observation at the end of1
 .Section 3 we conclude that x ?, w is a strong solution.
EXAMPLE 4.2. A method to stabilize lumped control systems is to use a
 . w xhereditary proportional-integral-differential PID feedback control 1, 19 .
Consider now a linear distributed hereditary system with unbounded delay
x9 t s Ax t q L x q Bu t , .  .  .  .t
 .  . mwhere x t g X represents the state; u t g R denotes the control; A is
the infinitesimal generator of a uniformly bounded analytic semigroup
 . msuch that 0 g r A and B: R ª X is a bounded linear operator such
 .  . b .that R B : D yA for some 0 - b - 1. We consider as phase space
2 .B s C = L g ; X with r s 0 and assume that L: B ª X is a boundedr
linear operator.
 .The feedback control u t will be a PID-hereditary control defined by
dt t
u t s K x t q K t y s x s ds y K t y s x s ds, .  .  .  .  .  .H H0 2 1dty` y`
4.4 .
m w .where K : X ª R is a bounded linear operator and K , K : 0, ` ª0 1 2
 m.L X ; R are strongly continuous operator valued maps such that
2
K yu .0 i
du - `, i s 1, 2.H g u .y`
This condition guarantees that the L defined byi
0
L w [ K yu w u du , i s 1, 2 .  .Hi i
y`
are bounded linear operators from B into X and
1r22 1r2K yu .0 0i
L x F du g u du max x s .  .  .H Hi t  / /g u 0FsFt .yt yt
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 x  .for every function x: y`, t ª X such that x u s 0, for u F 0, and x is
w xcontinuous on 0, t . The closed system corresponding to the PID-heredi-
 .tary control 4.4 takes the form
d
x t q BL x s A q BK x t q L q BL x . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .1 t 0 2 tdt
It is well known that A q BK is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic0
semigroup and we assume that this semigroup is uniformly bounded and
 .that 0 g r A q BK . Under these assumptions it follows from formula0
 . w x  . b  . b1-6.9 in 27 that D yA y BK s D yA . Consequently, the linear0
 . boperator yA y BK BL is bounded and since BL is compact then all0 1 1
 .  .hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 b are satisfied. Thus, Eq. 4.5 with initial
 .condition x s w has a unique mild solution x ?, w , for each w g B and0
 .  .the map V t w [ x ?, w is a strongly continuous semigroup.t
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